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ABSTRACT

Raw milk samples were analyzed to determine the bacteriological quality by
the standard plate count (SPC), adenosine-5’-triphosphate (ATP) assay, preliminary
incubation counts, and the psychrotrophic bacteria count (PBC). In a comparison of
SPC and ATP content, an overall correlation coefficient of 0.97 was found between
the two methods. The correlations between ATP content and SPC of fresh n. v milk
samples at zero h and after preliminary incubating these samples at 12.8 and 15.6°C
for 18 h were .96, .97, and .97, respectively. The regression coefficients for all
types of milk samples were significantly different from zero. Large correlation
coefficients demonstrated that the ATP measurement in combination with prelimi
nary incubation practices could be a rapid technique for the determination of
bacteriological quality o f milk at receiving stations and milk processing plants.
Median SPC for 175 fresh raw milk samples was 3.6 x 10*/ml. The bioluminescence technique has been previously reported to be highly correlated with SPC in
the range of 1.0 x 103 to 1.0 x 10l° bacteria/ml. Commingled milk arriving at
receiving stations sometimes had a bacterial count that was less than 1.0 x 105
bacteria/ml. A correlation coefficient of .87 was calculated between the SPC and
ATP values for the overall data when the SPC range was reduced from 1.0 x 103 to
1.0 x 10* bacteria/ml. This range may be more pract' ;al as a quick screening of

x

raw milk at dairy processing facilities since 81 percent of all raw milk samples in
this study fell within this range. An equation (SPC = -1642213 + 6751(ATP)) was
developed from the combined experimental data which could estimate the SPC of
raw milk samples using their ATP content. Another phase of the experiment was to
ascertain if the Petrifilm™ technique could be effectively used in place of the agar
plate method to estimate PBC. The correlation coefficient between the Petrifilm™
and the agar plate method for both the fresh and preliminary incubated raw milk
samples was .99. A strong linear relationship indicated that one method could be
substituted for the other. However, the Petrifilm™ technique took longer than the
usual time of 25 h to develop red colonies at 21 °C because of the slow reduction of
the dye reagent, triphenyl tetrazolium chloride, at this temperature.

xi

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Production o f quality dairy products and shelf life of these products depends,
to a large extent, on the pre-pasteurization conditions of raw milk. The standard
plate count (SPC) is currently an official and accepted method for determining the
bacterial content o f raw and pasteurized milk. The SPC is the reference method
used to determine if raw milk meets the bacteriological standards set by the
Pasteurized Milk Ordinance (70). Bacterial tests used on a routine basis should be
rapid and economical. However, the SPC is time consuming and gives little
indication of the sanitary practices employed in the production, handling, and
transportation of milk.
Many methods have been tried in order to obtain results more rapidly.
Bioluminescence assay technique for the measurement of adenosine-5’-triphosphate
(ATP) of the viable biomass in a sample is one with promising capabilities. This
method employs purified reagents to assay the ATP content of bacterial cells and
excludes the ATP o f somatic cells with a selective somatic cell ATP extraction
reagent. Bacterial ATP is measured in relative light units (RLU) and correlated
with the number of bacteria in a particular sample. Research indicates that the ATP
assay is simpler, faster, and as accurate as the existing methods for the estimation of

bacterial counts because o f the ubiquitous nature of ATP in all living cells (27,
267). The importance o f this technique has been established for its industrial and
clinical uses forenum eration of microorganisms (5, 103, 178, 184, 265). This
procedure could also be used as a rapid tool for routine quality assurance work in
the dairy industry.
Psychrotrophic bacteria are the most common type of microbes affecting the
shelf life of pasteurized milk and produce off flavors in finished dairy products (48).
These bacteria normally possess low optimum growth temperatures and grow fairly
rapidly at refrigeration temperatures. The incubation temperature for SPC is too
high to allow the growth of all the psychrotrophic bacteria and hence, becomes of
limited value in reflecting the true quality of raw milk (16, 127). Johns (125) found
that preliminary incubation (PI) at 13°C for 18 h followed by a SPC plating
procedure gives an accurate measurement of the psychrotrophic bacteria in raw milk
samples. The normal flora o f the udder do not grow well at 13°C whereas
psychrotrophic bacterial contaminants grow actively at this temperature. Some other
time-temperature combinations have been tried with varying degrees of success.
The psychrotrophic bacteria count (PBC) in combination with the preliminary
incubation count reflects whether the milk has been produced under proper sanitary
conditions.
The use o f dry rehydratable films commercially known as Aerobic Count
Petrifilm™ is convenient because it eliminates media preparation, sterilization, and
pouring o f plates. The efficacy of this method for the determination of bacterial

plate counts of raw and pasteurized milk is well documented (52,88). The
introduction of the Aerobic Count Petrifilm™ in estimating the PBC would be
helpful if it could replace the conventional petri plate method of determining the
PBC. The objectives of this study were as follows:
1) To correlate the adenosine-5’-triphosphate (ATP) content of raw milk
samples by the bioluminescence assay to the SPC.
2) Establishment of a prediction equation for predicting the SPC of raw milk
from the ATP content.
3) To evaluate different time-temperature combinations for preliminary
incubation in order to obtain a good index of the bacteriological quality of
raw milk.
4) To determine if Petrifilm™ could be substituted for the conventional petri
plate method to estimate the PBC.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Methods for Bacteriological Examination of Milk
Milk is a lacteal secretion free from colostrum, obtained by the complete
milking o f one or more healthy cows (44). Milk is sterile when secreted but
becomes contaminated by a number of pathogenic and non-pathogenic
microorganisms from within the udder, the exterior of the udder and teats, and
subsequent improper handling practices (64, 220).
Being a nearly complete food, milk is a perfect media for the growth of
almost all types of microflora. Basically driven by the early outbreaks of milkbome
diseases, public health authorities have established strict requirements for the dairy
industry. These cover all aspects of milk production, handling, and processing; all
reinforced by bacterial standards (71). The dairy industry encountered mandatory
microbio-logical controls long before the rest of the food industry (71). Therefore,
milk is among the safest foods available to the consumers in the United States (220).
Since 1905, the first time the American Public Health Association
standardized the procedures for the bacteriological examination of milk (213), the
continuous emphasis has been on standardizing and improving the existing methods.
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Researchers have given particular attention to the development of suitable and
effective tests for determining the nature and number of bacteria which alter the
keeping quality of milk (15). Vanous tests designed for this purpose have been
used widely to evaluate milk quality and shelf life (7, 19, 30, 34, 38, 107, 129,
186, 188, 211, 269).

2.1 Standard Plate Count
Microbiological examination of raw milk is important in determining the
production and handling conditions of milk at the farm and its suitability for
processing (187).
The standard plate count (SPC) is an official method used to determine the
aerobic mesophilic microbial loads of raw and pasteurized milk (220). The SPC can
also be used for other non cultured dairy products and to detect the sources of
contamination in the production line of a processing plant (220). The Grade A
Pasteurized Milk Ordinance (PMO) has specified the SPC as a reference method to
assess the bacteriological standards of raw and pasteurized milk (70). The PMO
standard for maximum SPC for Grade A raw milk is 100,000/ml for an individual
producer and 300,000/ml for commingled milk (70).
The SPC is based on the fact that a single viable cell in favorable conditions
will multiply to form a group of cells or colony that is visible to the naked eye
(232, 243).
Standard Methods fo r the Examination o f Dairy Products recommends a plate
incubation temperature for the SPC of 32 ± 1°C for 48 ± 3 h for an aseptically

transferred milk sample mixed with tryptone glucose extract agar and then
immediate counting of plates after the incubation period (220).
Bigalke (16, 17) and other researchers (53, 78, 278) have suggested that a
bacterial test which is used on a routine basis should be rapid and economical. Such
a test should reflect the total number of microorganisms, unsanitary production
conditions with reference to pathogens, and the time and temperature of storage (12,
128, 279). There is no single medium that when incubated for a short period of
time at a specific temperature will permit the growth of all bacterial types present
(105, 124). Each bacterial enumeration method measures a different aspect of milk
quality and is not a substitute for the other. Moreover, colonies arising from single
cells can not be distinguished from the colonies which arose from small clusters,
chains, or aggregates o f cells (124).
Researchers (55, 60, 218) have studied the SPC procedure in attempts to
increase the efficacy and accuracy of total bacterial estimates by this method. Jones
(124) reviewed the applications of SPC for milk and milk products and the single
most suggested modification was to change the plate incubation time-temperature
combination.
O f the 155 producer samples examined by Randolph et al. (214), 57.7% had
higher counts at a plate incubation temperature of 32°C over that of 27°C. They
reported a correlation coefficient of .96 between the mean bacterial counts of both
incubation temperatures. Apparently, a 27°C incubation temperature did not reveal
any added advantage over that of 32°C.

Roughley et al. (226) determined the bacteria) counts of raw and pasteurized
milk samples after incubating the plates at 30 and 32°C for 48 and 72 h. All timetemperature combinations were significantly different (P < .05) from each other. A
combination of 30°C for 48 h showed higher mean counts than that of 3 2 °C for 48
h. Moreover, the plates incubated for 72 h had significantly higher mean counts
compared to the plates incubated for 48 h.
Highest mean counts on 40 manufacturing grade and 40 grade A raw milk
samples were obtained with the combination of Standard Methods agar and
phosphate buffered dilution water, at 28°C for 72 h (144). This study consisted of
18 plating combinations o f three media, three dilutions, and two incubation
temperatures. Standard Methods agar, Schaedler agar, and Eugon agar were used
as plating media; and phosphate buffered distilled water, . 1 % peptone, and Ringer
solution as diluents. The two time-temperature combinations used were 28°C for 72
h and 32 °C for 48 h.
Huhtanen (113) studied the effect of seven different time-temperature
combinations, viz., 2°C for 10 d, 10°C for 7 d, 20°C for 5 d, and 27, 30, 33, and
37°C for 2 d, on the plate counts of raw milk samples from 33 tankers. The plates
incubated at 2°C for 10 d, 33°C for 2 d, and 37°C for 2 d had significantly fewer
colonies than all other combinations. It was concluded that 27°C for 2 d was the
most suitable combination to get good growth of all bacterial types.
The greatest possible numbers of total bacteria in raw milk, at an incubation
temperature of 30 or 32°C, were obtained when the incubation time was extended

from 48 to 72 h (118). The arithmetic mean for 72 h plates was significantly higher
(P < .01) than that o f 48 h plates. Another study with pasteurized milk indicated
that the bacteria did not grow well at 30°C when the plates were incubated for 48 h
(57). The authors noted that the growth characteristics of the types of bacteria in
pasteurized milk possibly may have prevented the growth and colony formation of
the cells at this time and temperature.
Pederson and Yale (197) favored an incubation temperature of 32 °C over
37°C for raw milk samples. Bacterial counts increased up to an incubation
temperature o f 32 °C, after which there was a significant decrease in the total
number o f bacteria.
Abele (1) studied the effect of two incubation temperatures and three media
on the bacterial plate counts o f raw milk samples. He observed that a slight
variation o f ± 1° at 37°C temperature gave more errors in count estimates than
similar variations at 32 °C. Based on these results he proposed a change in the plate
incubation temperature from 37°C to 32 °C.
Hartley el al. (108) examined four time-temperature combinations, viz.,
32°C for 2 d, 28°C for 4 d, 21 °C for 5 d, and 7°C for 10 d, for the plate counts of
56 manufacturing grade and 103 grade A raw milk samples. Each combination
showed a highly significant (P < .01) difference for mean logarithm counts of both
types o f milks. They recommended an incubation temperature of 28°C for 4 d as a
preferred time-temperature combination because the counts at this combination were
higher than at 32°C, 21CC, or 7°C. Other researchers (9, 198, 215, 262) have also

reported a marked effect of different time-temperature combinations on the viable
bacteria) counts by SPC method.
The nutrients of Standard Methods agar may be a limiting factor for the
growth of some fastidious types of bacteria (144, 160). Stepaniak et al. (245)
reviewed the factors that influence the total plate count of milk. Among several
factors enumerated were the operating variables, adsorption of bacteria to the petri
plate, poor dispersion of culture, temperature, dilution factor, and the composition
of culture medium.
The SPC, as for any other single test, can not be relied upon for predicting
the overall quality o f a raw or pasteurized milk sample. Milk with low initial
bacterial counts does not necessarily have a long shelf life. It is the type of
organisms rather than the total numbers that affects the ultimate quality of milk
(121, 130, 192, 195). The SPC procedure can not differentiate between heat
resistant organisms and post-pasteurization contaminants (24, 107, 159). Therefore,
the counts exhibited may not be a reliable indicator of either the safety or the shelf
life of pasteurized milk (102, 159, 165, 168, 192, 273),
As a result of mechanical refrigeration systems and longer farm and plant
storages, milk flora has changed from gram-positive acid producers to mainly gramnegative bacteria (48, 255, 258). The incubation temperature of the SPC has been
reported to be too high to enumerate psychrotrophic bacteria that normally possess a
lower optimum growth temperature (127).

The SPC and coliform counts have been used to comply with regulatory
standards. In many cases, however, these initial counts were often found of little
value by themselves in predicting the keeping quality of milk (34, 189, 190, 192,
195). Some investigators (16, 216) have objected to the SPC for being incapable of
reflecting the true hygienic conditions of milk production practices. Producers can
mask careless sanitary practices by efficient cooling and still meet the regulatory
standards.
Courtney (45) observed that accuracy in pipetting, while performing the
SPC, is an important factor. Other workers (13, 109, 116) studied the effect of
dilution holding time on the ultimate bacterial count of raw milk. Standard Methods
dictates that the elapsed time between diluting the first sample and pouring the last
plate, in a series of samples, should not be more than 20 min and preferably only 10
min (220). This idea is well supported by the fact that a delay of more than 10 min
yielded significantly lower plate counts than plates poured without any delay (13).
This reduction was due to the adsorption of cells onto the petri dish surface with the
formation of bottom spreaders and not to the lethal effect of the diluent.
Other factors which have been cited that may affect the performance of SPC
are: shaking and diluting samples, temperature of pouring medium, colony counting
procedures, and technician variation (72, 74, 114, 115, 117, 137, 200).
Comparing all the pros and cons of the SPC procedure, none of the modem
alternative rapid and automatic methods can completely replace the plate count
method in its practical use (180). So far, SPC is the only official microbiological

method for many types of dairy products (220) and a reference procedure specified
in the Grade A PMO for raw and pasteurized milk (70).

2.2 Total Aerobic Count by Petrifilm™ Method
The use of dry rehydratable film, commercially known as Petrifilm™ SM
(3M Corporation, St. Paul, MN), is an alternative to the SPC method (156). It
employs a base paper film coated with the dry nutrients o f Standard Methods culture
medium, and an overlay of thin transparent film coated with a cold water soluble
gelling agent and 2 ,3 ,5 -triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) as an indicator dye (87,
156). One ml of a milk sample or an appropriate dilution is inoculated directly onto
the film and distributed evenly over a 20 cm2 area by a plastic plate which is
pressed on the overlay film. Following incubation, colonies will appear as red
against a white background (162). The incubation, counting and reporting of
Petrifilm™ results are done the same way as for the SPC (156).
The Petrifilm™ system provides a simple method for performing
bacteriological counts by eliminating the need of media preparation, sterilization,
and pouring o f plates. It provides a significant saving of time and labor over the
conventional plating methods and reduces the requirement for incubator space (87,
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The efficacy o f the dry film method for the determination of bacterial plate
counts in milk and dairy foods is well documented (40, 87, 112, 162, 283). The
method has been officially approved for the determination of bacterial counts in raw
and pasteurized milk (88), and many types of dairy foods (52). It was reported to

be comparable to the Standard Methods agar for determining the aerobic plate
counts in poultry, ground beef, vegetables, raw ground pork, pecans, thyme, and
wheat flour (40).
In an Association of Official Analytical Chemists in ter-laboratory
collaborative study, the Petrifilm™ method was found to be equivalent to the agar
plate method for the determination of aerobic plate counts in all types of foods (51).

2.J Oval Tube Count
Officially, the oval tube count (OTC) is an alternative to the SPC procedure
for the examination o f raw milk samples. The 15th edition of Standard Methods has
classified the oval tube method as a D classification and hence might be removed
from later editions (220).
Procedural protocol calls for the transfer of .001 ml of well mixed milk
sample by the use o f a standardized loop, to an oval tube containing 4 ml of sterile,
molten, and tempered Standard Methods agar. After a thorough mixing of milk and
agar, the tube is laid flat on the bench top or, preferably, slanted slightly. The
tubes are incubated horizontally for 48 ± 3 h in an incubator which has been preset
at 32 ± 1°C. Colony counts from tubes having 25 to 100 colonies are multiplied
by 1,000 and reported as "oval tube count/ml". The procedure limits precision
when more than 100 colonies develop on the limited growth area of medium (220).
The OTC and SPC procedures were found to be comparable for the
enumeration o f viable bacterial counts in laboratory pasteurized milk samples (174).
In addition, the OTC was cost effective and time saving as it reduced the

requirements of agar, incubation space, assay time, and eliminated the need for
dilution blanks and pipets.
Donnelly et al. (58) evaluated the OTC and SPC for bacterial enumeration of
raw ml'V- samples. They found a non significant difference (P < .01) between the
two methods. The OTC was an economical and accurate method for determining
the counts of producer's milk and was suggested for utilization as a platform test.
Wilson (280) examined the microbiological quality of 389 raw milk samples
by the OTC and SPC. In 48.9% of the samples, the bacterial counts were same for
both the methods. Whereas the counts were significantly higher for the SPC in
39.6% of the samples, they were so for OTC in only 11.5% of the samples. The
possible reasons for this difference in counts might be the variation in the somatic
cell count and the milkfat content of milk samples, or the increased oxygen content
of oval tube media compared to the same media in petri plates.

2.4 Plate Loop Count
The plate loop count (PLC), more rapid and less expensive than the SPC
(282), is an alternative procedure to the SPC (220). It is used to check the viable
bacterial counts o f raw milk and is satisfactorily precise within the range of 25 to
250 colonies (220).
The PLC was originally developed by Thompson et al. (263), and required a
standardized loop that delivered .001 ml of milk. The loop was made o f platinumrhodium or platinum-iridium wire inserted into a continuous pipetting syringe. A
loopful o f milk sample was rinsed into a petri plate with a 1 ml discharge of diluent

from the syringe. The pouring of plates, incubation, counting, and reporting of
counts were similar to the SPC procedure. The PLC required a minimum
investment in new laboratory equipment and doubled the number of samples each
person could plate, as compared to the SPC (263).
An in ter-laboratory collaborative evaluation of the PLC was done with 29
technicians and 27 loops in 13 different laboratories (33). The potential of the PLC
to measure the bacterial density of raw milk samples was found to be as accurate as
for the SPC. Counts between the individual technicians and/or the loops were found
to be significantly different (P < .05). The variation could be due to improper loop
calibration, and the variation in technique not only between technicians using the
same loop but also by the same technicians using different loops within the same
laboratory.
Olsen and Richardson (191) used a .5 ml diluent for loop rinsing, instead of
1 ml. In order to get surface colonies the rinse was spread over the pre-poured agar
plates using a glass spreader. A correlation coefficient o f .91 was reported between
the modified technique, termed as flooded PLC, and the original PLC.
The major concern in PLC remains with the volume of milk delivered by a
.001 ml calibrated loop. King and Mabbit (135) found that the volume transferred
by a loop is the single most important factor involved in performing the PLC.
Thompson and Black (264) showed that the use o f .001 ml loop was critical in
obtaining accuracy with the PLC. They described the use of a .01 ml calibrated
platinum alloy loop attached to a continuous pipetting syringe for rinsing .01 ml of

milk sample into a petri plate with 1 ml of sterile buffered dilution water. The plate
loop counts were generally lower than the standard plate counts. Results were
accurate within 15 percent o f the expected mean for 87 percent of the samples of
pasteurized milk products, including skim, homogenized, 2 percent homogenized,
laboratory pasteurized milk, and half and half. Jasper and Dellinger (123) studied
the volume of milk delivered by a .01 ml loop. It was found that the .01 ml loop
can be used accurately, if the loop is vertically removed at a correct speed from the
sample.
Tatini et al. (250) found that the PLC, relative to the SPC, under estimated
the bacterial population of raw milk, when the bacterial loads exceeded a limit of
100,000 bacteria per ml. While testing manufacturing grade raw milk samples from
cans and farm bulk tanks, they observed a significant difference ( P c .0 1 ) between
the two counting methods beyond this level. Possibly, at higher counts there were
more bacterial clumps, which increased the bacterial count in SPC by breaking the
clumps by vigorous shaking of dilution bottles.
Wright et al. (282), in a similar study, compared the PLC and the SPC in 83
manufacturing grade raw milk samples. In samples with a bacterial count of
£ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 per ml, the PLC was much closer to the SPC. The agreement between
the two methods was not good for the samples having counts higher than 200,000
bacteria per ml. For overall data, however, the reported differences were not
significantly different (P < .05) within either range. The authors suggested an

adjustment factor of SPC = P L C '04 for an accurate prediction of the SPC, from a
PLC o f higher than 200,000 bacteria per ml.

2.5 Spiral Plate Count
The spiral plate count (SPLC) is used for the estimation o f viable bacterial
counts of raw and pasteurized milk, and milk products. This method works well for
the samples containing 500 to 500,000 bacteria per ml. It is a procedure that
requires less time, material, and skilled manpower than the conventional plating
method (85).
Gilchrist et al. (85) developed this technique, which employs a mechanical
deposition of 35 y\ of sample onto the surface of a rotating agar plate. The sample
is deposited in an ever decreasing amount from the center to the edge of the plate in
the form of an Archimedes spiral. Spiral plates are incubated under the same
conditions as for the SPC plates. During incubation the colonies develop along the
lines where the sample was deposited, in proportion to the number of bacteria a
sample contains. A circular grid, which divides the plate into areas of known
sample volume, aids in spiral plate colony counting. The number of bacteria in a
sample is estimated by dividing the number of colonies in a defined area, by the
volume of sample contained in the same area.
Many workers (59, 85, 86, 122, 199) have compared the SPLC and the SPC
for the estimation of bacterial populations. Seventeen experiments, involving the
use o f pure and mixed cultures in water and milk, demonstrated that the spiral and
SPC methods can produce comparable results (85). The spiral plate method gave 14

percent higher counts than the pour plate method. The means of the bacterial
counts by both methods were significantly different, whereas, the difference in the
variances was statistically non significant.
While examining the milk samples in a collaborative study (199), the SPLC
compared favorably to the SPC method. The analysis of duplicate samples from
homogenized milk, raw milk, chocolate drink, 2 % milk, and 20% cream showed
that the SPLC and SPC did not differ significantly (P < .01). Donnelly et al. (59)
compared the SPLC and the SPC procedure in raw and pasteurized milk. The
geometric means for the two methods differed significantly (P C .0 1 ) in both types
of milk samples. The difference of less than 10 % was not considered of any
practical importance.
The manual counts o f spirally inoculated plates were compared to the
automatic counts from a laser colony counter (56, 59). The laser counter took an
average of 1 to 4 s per plate, whereas, the manual counts of spiral plates required
an average of about 1 min per plate. Ligugnana et al. (152) have reviewed a
computer assisted spiral plating and enumeration system for the determination of
bacteria in various types o f foods.
The SPLC is also used for the determination of yeast and mold in foods
(285). The procedure was collaboratively studied in non dairy foods for
determining their bacterial quality (86) and was found equally proficient with milk
and other food products (122, 230). The only disadvantage of this method was the

clogging of the dispensing tube during operation by meat or other solid food
particles. By placing a filter in the stomacher bag, solid particles can be prevented
from entering the spiral plating system (139).

2.6 Miniaturization of Conventional Procedures
This method employs the reduced volume of reagents and media for
bacteriological testing in microtiter plates and is thus called the microtiter technique
(83). Microtiter count is used to study the viable cells in bacterial cultures (76) and
milk (77, 79), and for the enumeration of mesophiles, psychrotrophs, and coliforms
in raw and pasteurized milk (38). The procedure is studied to evaluate the heat
destruction of bacterial spores (10) and for the characterization of bacterial isolates
from meats (80, 148) and for the study of food yeasts (153).
The technique was developed by Fung and Kraft (76) and is based on the
loop dilution principle. Each microtiter plate, consisting of 8 rows of 12 small
wells, was used as a vessel for dilution blanks. A .225 ml quantity o f dilution
water was aseptically transferred into the wells by an automatic pipetting machine.
Sterile microtiter loops, calibrated to deliver .025 ml of solutions, were used for
introducing liquid samples into the first row of wells, and for making serial dilutions
in the subsequent wells. Loops were then used to transfer the desired serial
dilutions onto the surface o f pre-poured standard agar plates to form spots. The
bacterial colonies were counted on agar plates after incubation. One regular petri
plate can house 4 growth spots.

Parallel experiments were run on pure and mixed bacterial cultures,
employing the conventional agar plate and the microtiter procedure (76). Statistical
analysis showed that the correlation between the two methods was highly significant
The microtiter method was comparable to the conventional agar plate method in the
accuracy and precision o f viable cell count determinations. Substantial savings of
time, space, and materials were reported by the use of this technique. The results
of another study (77) involving 34 manufacturing grade milk samples and 13 grade
A milk samples revealed that the microtiter count had a significant correlation with
that o f the SPC.
Fung and Kraft (78) combined the microtiter system and most probable
number (MPN) technique, to estimate the bacterial densities of milk and pure
cultures. The samples were diluted in a three-well series of microtiter plate, with
nutrient broth as a diluent, to form a miniaturized 3-tube MPN. A significant
correlation (r= .8 0 ) was found between this method and the SPC procedure.
Fung et al. (79) studied the SPC in comparison with an amended and
unamended microtiter procedure. This collaborative study involved 4 laboratories.
The amended procedure included an agar overlay on the plates and a 48 h
incubation, while the unamended had no overlay and an overnight incubation of
plates. A t test for paired samples showed that the unamended procedure was not
satisfactory for determining bacterial counts of raw milk. The amended microtiter
technique was found acceptable for making viable cell counts of raw milk as
compared to the SPC.
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2.7 Membrane Filtration
The membrane filtration technique has widespread application in the field of
water microbiology (73). This technique had received little attention by food
microbiologists until recently. Food suspensions were generally viewed as being
unfilterable because they would block the pores of membrane filters (236). The
problem was solved by preparing the suspensions by the stomacher method,
warming or chilling and employing a surfactant (Tween 80) and, as a last resort in
extreme cases, using an appropriate enzyme solution (46, 202, 203, 235).
Nutting et al. (185) estimated the coliform bacteria in ice cream samples by
the membrane filtration technique. Before filtration, .5 ml of liquid ice cream was
mixed thoroughly in 20 ml of .1% triton X-100 warmed to 48°C. This step
improved the efficiency of filtration of liquified samples through the membrane
system. Membranes were then transferred to absorbent pads saturated with M-endoMF broth and incubated. In all cases, the coliform counts were higher than those
obtained on desoxycholate lactose agar plates. Claydon (43) and Goff et al. (91)
used the membrane filtration technique for the revival and isolation of sub-lethally
injured bacteria in milk.
Raw milk from normal udders was subjected to two different methods of
isolation o f bacteria; an 18 h incubation method based on Hotis test with streaking
on blood agar plates and, the direct membrane filtration method (94). The results
indicated that the membrane filtration method gave a more complete picture of the
udder microfiora because of its accuracy and simplicity over the conventional
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isolation procedure. In another study (35), the membrane filter technique was used
to eliminate substances in milk that inhibit the growth of Bacillus stearothermophilus
on TGE agar plates. Milk samples, inoculated with B. stearothermophilus were
mixed with 50 ml o f 0.1 % triton X-100 and then filtered. Filters were placed on
pre-poured agar and then overlayed with some more of the same medium.
Membrane filter counts of B, stearothermophilus were higher than the SPCs in all
but the autoclaved milk samples.
Sharpe et al. (235) studied the factors affecting the filterability of 58 food
suspensions through 13 membrane filters of different types and pore sizes. They
found that the pore size and time elapsed had little effect on filtration while the
microbiological load, temperature, and concentration of food in suspensions and, the
duration o f blending process were some of the significant factors affecting the
filterability of suspensions. The preparation of samples by a stomacher, the addition
of suitable surfactant, and prior incubation with proteases or amylases can solve the
problems involved in membrane filtration (65, 202, 235).
The hydrophobic grid membrane filter (HGMF) method is a standard method
for determining the viable bacterial counts of milk and milk products (156). The
method allows the samples to be filtered through a hydrophobic grid for ease in
counting colonies after the growth of organisms. The system has been used for the
detection of salmonella, coliforms, and other viable cell counts in dairy and other
foods (6, 66, 169, 204).

Samples are weighed, blended, and enzyme treated before passing through a
membrane filter containing hydrophobic grids. The filter is then placed on agar
with suitable nutrients. Grid lines act as barriers to the spread of colonies, dividing
the filter surface into several discrete compartments of equal and known size. This
facilitates the counting of colonies both manually or electronically (83, 248).

2.8 Redigel Method
The Redigel or pectin based plate count is an alternative to the SPC for the
determination of aerobic bacteria counts (239). The Redigel system consists of a
tube containing sterile nutrients in liquid form. The liquid medium is poured onto a
pre treated petri plate, previously coated with a gelating material. As the liquid
comes in contact with the gelating material, it forms a complex that swells to
resemble the conventional agar. One ml of diluted or undiluted sample is added and
the plate rotated for mixing. Plates are incubated and counted as for the SPC plates
(225).
Fung and Chain (82) studied the viable cell counts of 17 foods including
pasteurized and raw milk, by the Redigel plate count and the SPC procedures.
Statistical analysis for the means of the foods showed the overall mean of the
Redigel method was higher than the overall mean of the standard plate method.
Correlation coefficients for the arithmetic numbers and the log base 10 values of the
overall means for the two methods were .96 and .97, respectively.
Roth (225) reported on a collaborative study, involving 10 laboratories, to
compare the Redigel and aerobic plate count methods on cream, homogenized milk,
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raw milk, and cheese. The Redigel counts were higher than the aerobic plate counts
in 8 out o f the 9 food groups. The repeatability and reproducibility estimates
favored the Redigel method over the conventional methods.
The colonies on the Redigel plates were more compact and discrete than on
the standard agar plate, with fewer spreader problems. An added advantage was the
convenience of having no sterilization step or temperature control, as the system
comes in pre-packaged form. It makes it suitable for field use where the laboratory
equipment is not readily available (81). Moreover, the lack of temperature shock
with Redigel gave more accurate bacterial profiles of food samples, when
psychrotrophs were the predominant organisms (40).

2.9 Direct Epifluorescent Filter Technique
The direct epifluorescent filter technique (DEFT) was developed by Pettipher
and colleagues (205) and involved the direct counting o f the bacterial cells. The
method uses a combination o f membrane filtration and epifluorescent microscopy
(209). It can give viable bacterial counts in less than 30 min, without the
disadvantages o f other microscopic methods (278). This technique involves the
pretreatment o f milk samples with a proteolytic enzyme and a surfactant at 50°C.
The enzyme lyses the somatic cells and makes the fat globules sufficiently fluid to
enable a 2 ml milk sample to be filtered through a 25 mm diameter membrane filter.
The use o f a fluorescent stain, like acridine orange, makes bacteria easily
distinguishable for counting. An automatic laser-light counting method for counting
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the stained bacteria and micro colonies can reduce the operator's fatigue in counting
(140).
The DEFT provided the enumeration of microflora in a variety of food
samples like beverages, dairy products, meats, and raw milk (249). The method
was also used to predict the likely keeping quality of pasteurized milk and cream
within 24 h (95, 222). A prefiltration, with the use of a stomacher, facilitated the
bacterial determinations in food suspensions (208). The clump counts of acridine
orange fluorescing cells in DEFT had a good correlation with the plate counts of
farm, tanker, and silo milks (54, 176, 205).
Jaeggi et al. (120) examined 70 food samples, including 23 raw milk
samples, using the DEFT. They captured bacteria on duplicate filters and counted
them with the naked eye and with the aid of a Bio-Foss image analyzer. The
correlation coefficients for both procedures were .94 and .98, respectively. The
image analyzer allowed rapidity in the screening of raw milk quality and reduced
the operator counting time (207). The use of triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC)
for staining of filter membranes, instead of acridine orange, enhanced the
correlation between the DEFT and the SPC (14). This might be because the TTC
stains only viable bacterial cells.
A modified gram staining procedure, using acridine orange as a counter
stain, was combined with the DEFT (223). The method helped to enumerate the
viable gram-negative and all gram-positive organisms. The clump counts of gram-
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negative bacteria in DEFT correlated well (r = .94) with the colony counts of gramnegative bacteria in raw milk samples.
The acceptability and the use of DEFT by microbiologists has increased over
the years. The technique has the potential to become a method of choice in central
testing laboratories where many samples are analyzed on a routine basis (209).

2.10 Impediometry
The electrical impedance or conductance method relies on the fact that as
bacteria grow, they change the electrical conductivity of the liquid around them. By
measuring the changes in the electrical conductivity, one can estimate the number of
bacteria present in a particular sample (81). This method is an alternative to the
standard plating procedure to estimate the bacterial numbers in raw milk samples
(63, 90).
The approximate number of microorganisms present in a given sample can
be determined by the impedance detection time. This is the interval between the
inoculation of a sample into a module, and the detection o f a change in the
impedance (99). Fatty acids, amino acids, and organic acids which are produced in
the breakdown o f fats, proteins, and carbohydrates, respectively, are the metabolites
that contribute towards the change in impedance (61, 220). Detection time
correlates with the original bacterial numbers in a sample; the shorter the time, the
greater the initial bacterial population in a particular sample (37).
The electrical impedance method was used for the screening o f raw milk
samples by Cady et al. (37). They reported that 92.6 % of the samples studied by
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this method were in agreement with the SPC. Many workers have studied the
impediometric method in raw and pasteurized milk for the estimation of shelf life
(18, 20, 131, 158) and for the determination of total and psychrotrophic bacteria
count (22, 29, 37, 181, 182, 246, 247). This method is also used to study the
microbial contamination in meats (157, 219, 242), vegetables (104), fruit juices
(276), and cereal grain products (241).
Firstenberg-Eden and Tricarico (67) found the impedance detection method a
useful alternative to the SPC method. For raw milk samples they showed a
correlation coefficient of -.96, -.95, and -.96, between the two procedures for the
total, mesophilic, and psychrotrophic bacteria counts, respectively. FirstenbergEden (69) and Fryer and Forde (75) discussed various factors involved in the
application o f impedance technique in food microbiology. A collaborative study of
raw milk samples indicated that the reproducibility variance of the impedance
method was lower than the SPC’s, in 3 different trials (68). The impedance method
showed less, but statistically non significant variability than the SPC in all 3 trials.

2.11 Direct Microscopic Count Method
This is a rapid technique for determining the extent of bacterial
contamination of raw milk or cream samples taken from individual producers or
pooled supplies (220). Within 10 to 15 min the analyst can assess the causes of
quality problems by knowing the number, cell morphology, and the arrangement of
bacteria.

Many researchers have studied the direct microscopic count method for
determining microbiological quality of raw milk samples (110, 119, 186).
LaGrange and Nelson (141) pointed out the inadequacy of the direct microscopic
count in measuring the quality of the bulk cooled farm tank milk. In other studies
(142, 143), the direct microscopic count was concluded as not suitable for quality
grading of raw milk in comparison to the SPC. The method was suggested to be
used for quality surveillance rather than to comply with the legal standards (220).
The direct microscopic count might be useful for tracking the milk of poor
bacteriological quality at receiving stations (143, 278).
Prata and Oliveria (212) found the direct microscopic method a good rapid
test for the assessment of microbiological quality of raw milk. The correlation
between the direct microscopic clump count and the SPC was .91 for 100 "special"
grade milk samples, and .86 for 115 type "B" milk samples.
Leslie et al. (150) compared the field count and the single strip cell counting
procedures to determine the direct microscopic cell counts in milk samples. The
single strip counting method performed better and is well detailed in the Standard
Methods (220).

2.12 Bioluminescence
Time permitting, the detection of microorganisms in milk and food samples
is not cumbersome by culture methods. As all microorganisms contain ATP, the
detection time can be shortened by the bioluminescence technique of ATP
determination (177).
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Luminescent organisms include; certain bacteria (231), fungi (89), and
various insects, particularly the firefly (149). Many of these organisms show an
oxidoreduction type, enzyme-catalyzed phenomenon which utilizes the free energy
change to excite a molecule to a high energy state. This is followed

by the return of

the excited molecule to the ground state, a process accompanied by

the emission of

visible light with little or no heat. This phenomenon is known as bioluminescence
(149).
Two main components involved in this reaction are; luciferin (LH2), a heat
stable heterocyclic phenolic substrate, and luciferase (E), a heat labile enzyme.
These two compounds are extracted from the firefly (Phoiinus pyralis) and
lyophilized (149). The light emission reaction has been reported by McElroy and
Seliger (163), and is believed to be absolutely dependent on the presence of ATP.
A complete reaction is shown in the following chemical equations.

LH2 4- ATP + E --« £ * (E.LHj.AM P) + Pyrophosphate

(E.LHj.AM P)

Oxyluciferin + C 0 2 + AMP + Light

(2.1)

(2.2)

In the first reaction, the luciferin and ATP form luciferin adenylate which is
left in an excited state bound to the enzyme. This product is oxidized when exposed
to molecular oxygen to form oxyluciferin, which emits light on returning to the
ground state (164). Seliger and McElroy (233) reported the quantum efficiency of
this reaction as 100 percent. This means that one quantum o f light is emitted for
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each molecule of lucifenn oxidized. Sensitive photometers can detect very low
levels o f light, enabling the measurement of ATP quantities below 10 to 18 moles.
The firefly bioluminescence assay of ATP can be used to quantitate bacteria, as the
light emitted is proportional to the bacterial ATP concentrations (4, 103, 170, 265).
Bioluminescent measurement of ATP has been studied by many researchers
to determine the microbial populations of various food and non-food substances (27,
39, 103, 111, 170, 265, 268). The technique is used both in general and applied
microbiology, including industrial, clinical (184), and food microbiology areas (61,
186, 234). Industrial applications include the use in water and waste water systems
(151), cosmetics sterility and challenge test (179), and the microbial counts in
cutting oils (5). In clinical microbiology the technique is used to detect bacteriuria
(178, 265) and bacteremia (170), antibiotic susceptibility testing (166), and
antibiotic assays (103, 183). In food microbiology, the technique is equally capable
o f measuring the ATP content of viable biomass and has been used in fluid milk
(27, 32, 132, 188, 206, 228, 252, 268, 269, 278) and milk products (132, 201,
211), meat (133, 154, 244, 271), fruit juices (93, 244) and, beverages (145).
A mean value of .23 ^mole of ATP per liter of bovine raw milk has been
reported (221). Other than bacteria, the ATP is found in somatic cells or
sequestered in the colloidal calcium phosphate of casein micelles (96). For milk
samples it takes approximately 30 min to prepare samples for the ATP assay (206).
The non-microbial ATP from somatic cells is selectively hydrolyzed by an ATPase
enzyme before the analysis of microbial ATP (61, 221, 252). The microbial ATP is
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released by a cell lysing reagent. The luciferin-luciferase reagent, in the presence
o f free ATP react together with the emission of photons of light. The light emitted
in this step is measured by a luminometer in relative light units (RLU) which is
proportional to the amount of ATP present in a milk sample (186). The
luminometer can be interfaced with a computer for the storage and retrieval of
information (3).
Several researchers have employed the measurement of bacterial ATP in raw
milk samples to estimate their viable biomass (27, 32, 132, 188, 206, 228, 252,
268, 269, 278). In one study, (196) the milk samples were treated with a detergent
and a proteolytic enzyme to aid in the filtration through a .4 j*m filter. The
bacterial ATP was released onto the filter by a commercial reagent NRB®
(nucleotide releasing reagent for bacteria) from Lumac Systems Inc. The procedure
significantly reduced the time taken to determine the bacterial loads in raw milk
supplies.
Reportedly, the sensitivity o f adenosine triphosphate assay using the firefly
bioluminescence is to a level of 103 bacteria/ml (138). However, the technique
works well in the range of 10* to 107 bacteria/ml (8). Webster et al. (275) reported
a sensitivity of 10* bacteria/ml by using the firefly luciferin-luciferase assay.
Simpson et al. (238) described that the sensitivity of the bioluminescent reaction is
influenced by many factors. Among these factors are the efficiency of ATP
extraction from microorganisms, the efficiency of non-microbial ATP elimination,
the performance of the firefly luciferase reagent, the luminometer used, and the

assay interference from cell extracts. These researchers reconstituted a luciferinluciferase reagent in sterile, deionized, ATP free water containing: synthetic Dluciferin, Mg2 t, EDTA, Tris, Hepes, firefly luciferase, and stabilizers at Ph 7.9.
The reagent can measure the ATP from less than 10 bacterial cells, provided the
ATP from equipment and reagents is properly eliminated.
Two hundred raw milk samples were analyzed for the SPC and the ATP
content, with and without a preliminary incubation (227). The correlation between
the ATP content and the fresh SPC was .92. Samples that underwent a preliminary
incubation treatment of 7.2°C for 48 h had a correlation of .87. In another study
(27) with raw milk samples, the correlation between the log)0 transformed ATP
content and the SPC was .93.
Bossuyt (28) proposed a 5 min platform test for quick screening of raw milk
supplies at a dairy factory. This modified test reduced the test time from 45 to 5
min and was useful for rapid screening of high bacteria milk from normal milk.
The correlation between the modified test and the standard ATP test was .94.
Crombrugge et al. (50) attempted to further improve the platform test by combining
it with membrane filtration.
Four groups of milk samples of different origins were studied for total
bacteria count and somatic cell count by standard method and the bioluminescent
assay (284). The correlation values for the two methods were significant (P < .005)
for the somatic cell counts in 3 groups, and for the total bacterial counts in 2
groups.

The nutritional, environmental, and physical conditions of bacterial cells may
affect their adenosine triphosphate concentrations (41, 155, 240, 251, 253).
Theron et al. (254) reported that the minimum growth temperature of
microflora had a pronounced effect on their ATP contents. The level of ATP in the
mesophilic bacteria Enterobaaer cloacae and Bacillus cereus was considerably
lower at 4° than at 30°C. Whereas, a psychrotrophic bacterium Pseudomonas
fluorescens had the same amount of ATP at both temperatures. The increase in the
mesophilic ATP content was 5 fold without any increase in the cell numbers, when
the temperature was raised from 4° to 30°C and held at that temperature for 30
min. Under the same conditions the number of psychrotrophic bacteria doubled
without any change in the ATP content (254).
The bioluminescent assay has also been utilized for the detection of post
pasteurization contamination of pasteurized milk (269), for the enumeration of
bacteria in skim milk (252, 253), and to check the non-sterility of UHT milk (270).

2.13 Preliminary Incubation
Some researchers (92, 127) have stated that the SPC under estimates the total
number o f viable cells in a milk sample, and the incubation temperature is too high
to favor the growth of contaminants. At low temperatures, the normal flora of the
udder do not grow well, whereas, the contaminants grow actively under these
circumstances (125). A high count after preliminary incubation indicates careless
handling practices of milk (217, 220).
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Johns (125) found that preliminary incubation at 13°C for 18 h followed by a
SPC plating procedure gives an accurate measurement of the bacterial population in
milk samples. Some other time-temperature combinations have also been tried with
varying degrees of success. White (278) reported that an incubation temperature of
10°C for 24 h followed by a SPC and flavor evaluation are good indicators of the
bacteriological quality of raw milk.
Preliminary incubation counts from some studies (11, 266) have indicated
that these counts were valuable in the prediction of raw milk quality. In one study
(21) the raw milk samples were preliminary incubated at 13 and 2 I°C for 18 h.
The viable counts at both temperatures had a correlation coefficient of .94 and were
not significantly different from each other.
Still another study (210) involving different time temperature combinations
(2I°C , 7 h; 21°C, 14 h; 1 3 ^ , 18 h; 18°C, 18 h) was conducted to estimate the
potential shelf life o f pasteurized milk and cream. A temperature of 21 °C for 14 h
with the modified psychrotrophic bacteria count (PBC) was a preferred method.
This method was faster, and had a good correlation with the potential shelf life of
pasteurized milk (20, 23).
It has been presumed that preliminary incubation favors the growth of only
one group o f microflora associated with unsanitary production practices (106, 126).
Maxy and Liewen (161) used pure cultures of Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
Pseudomonas fluorescens, and Escherichia colit as well as the enriched mixed
cultures o f psychrotrophs and mesophiles that are commonly found in raw milk.
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They indicated that the temperature usually used for preliminary incubation did not
have a selective effect for any specific group of bacteria. Nonetheless, the selective
growth of some groups of bacteria is possible by using some growth inhibitors
during preliminary incubation treatment (36, 210).

2.14 Psychrotrophic Bacteria
The psychrotrophs are bacteria which can grow actively at commercial
refrigeration temperatures, i.e 2 to 7°C, regardless of their optimum growth
temperatures (48, 62, 257, 259). Extended times that milk is held under
refrigerated conditions favors the growth of psychrotrophic bacteria during all
phases o f production and processing (100, 107, 130, 165, 220).
The psychrotrophic bacteria rarely constitute the udder’s flora and obviously
are environmental contaminants. They are found everywhere in nature: in air, soil,
water, manure, grass, and hay. The main sources of their contamination in milk are
improperly cleaned and sanitized dairy equipment and utensils used throughout the
production and processing line (48, 193, 220). During prolonged storage they
produce thermoresistant extracellular lipases, proteases, and phospholipases (25, 26,
97, 98, 134, 171, 224). These enzymes have certain biochemical and physical
effects on the milk components and dairy products (49, 274). They can degrade the
casein and milkfat in milk and milk products to cause off flavors and reduce the
keeping quality (42, 47, 146, 147). The common defects associated with these
enzymes are fruity, rancid, putrid, and bitter flavors, as well as some physical
*

defects (48, 64, 173, 237, 258).
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Raw milk was inoculated with psychrotrophic bacteria Pseudomonas
fluorescens and stored at 7°C for 48 h (175). This milk was then pasteurized and
made into Cheddar cheese and compared with the Cheddar cheese made with the
control milk. The organoleptic evaluations revealed that the flavor scores of control
cheese were significantly superior to that of the treated cheese. The predominant
flavor defects in cheeses made with cheesemilk which had been inoculated with
psychrotrophs before pasteurization were bitter or unclean.
The microorganisms that spoil milk at refrigeration temperatures are mainly
the gram-negative, non-sporeforming, and catalase-positive rods, from the genera
Pseudomonas, Achromobacter, Alcaligenes, Enterobacter, Acinetobacter, and
Flavobacterium (48, 220, 255, 258). Pseudomonas are responsible for most of the
proteolytic o r lipolytic activity in refrigerated milk (2, 31, 48, 130, 136, 172, 260,
277).
Garcia et al. (84) studied the activity and thermostability of extracellular
lipases and proteases in 398 isolates of psychrotrophic bacteria. Pseudomonas were
the dominant organisms, accounting for 67% of the total psychrotrophs. Most of
the extracellular lipases and proteases withstood the experimental heat treatment of
130°C for 15 s. In another study (167) 326 cultures of psychrotrophic bacteria
were isolated from fresh or cold stored raw and pasteurized milk and were
identified. Of the cultures, 90.2% were of the genus Pseudomonas. Others being
Enterobacteriaceae, Aicaligenes. Acinetobacter, Corynebacterium, and Micrococci.
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Studies have shown that the occurrence of gram-positive psychrotrophic
organisms in milk is comparatively less than the gram-negative psychrotrophs (256,
261). Gram-positive species o f Bacillus and Clostridium, are spore formers. They
can survive pasteurization and reduce the shelf life of pasteurized milk (101, 193,
194). Other gram-positive psychrotrophs include streptococci, micrococci, and
enterococci (281).
Thermoduric psychrotrophs are of concern to the dairy and food industry
because of their heat resistant nature and their capability to grow at lower
temperatures (168). They are usually gram-positive rods and cocci belonging to the
genera Micrococcus, Microbacterium, Streptococcus, Lactobacillus,
Corynebacterium, Bacillus, and Clostridium. Their significance in pasteurized milk
depends on their type, number, and milk storage temperature (272). Griffiths (97)
isolated thermoduric psychrotrophic spore formers of the genus Bacillus from 60%
o f the raw milk samples tested. These organisms survived the pasteurization
temperatures.
For an accurate assessment of raw milk quality, a test should indicate the
levels of psychrotrophic bacteria. However, the PBC (220), also referred to as
shelf life test (188), requires 10 d incubation at 7 ± 1°C. This is considered
impractical due to a prolonged time factor. In most cases, milk is already out in
retail outlets before getting the final results by this method.

The preliminary incubation of milk samples at 13°C for 18 h, followed by an
SPC plating procedure gave an accurate measurement of the psychrotrophic loads in
3 d (125, 220).
Oliveria and Parmelee (190) developed a test procedure to get the PBC in a
short time. They increased the temperature to 21 °C and decreased the incubation
time to 25 h in raw and pasteurized milk samples. This method had a good
correlation with the standard psychrotrophic count procedure of incubating the plates
at 7°C for 10 d.
Bishop et al. (22) found that the use of Petrifilm™ instead of petri plates in
the prediction o f modified PBC required 48 h at lower bacterial populations. In a
similar study (21) the correlation between the petri plate method and the Petrifilm™
method for the determination o f modified PBC was .96.

CHAPTER 3
MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Collection of Milk Samples
A total o f 120 raw milk samples from milk processing plants and Louisiana
dairy farm cooperatives were collected for this study. All samples consisted of
commingled milk from raw milk transport tankers and were less than 24 h old when
collected. Samples were collected in sterile containers and transported on ice to the
laboratory and stored at 4°C until tested.

3.2 Microbiological Analysis
After reaching the laboratory each milk sample was sub-divided into three
sub-samples. One sub-sample (Fresh) was left in the original sample container and
used immediately to determine the standard plate count (SPC), psychrotrophic
bacteria count using petri plate (PBCP), Petrifilm™ psychrotrophic bacteria count
(PBCF), and ATP content as measured by relative light units (RLU). The other two
sub-samples were made by aseptically transferring two 10 ml portions from each
milk sample into sterilized, screw cap, 20 x 125 mm test tubes. These two sub
samples underwent preliminary incubation treatment; one sub-sample (P I-12.8) at
12.8°C for 18 h and the other (PI-15.6) at 15.6'C for 18 h. Following preliminary
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incubation, the same analyses were repeated on PI-12.8 and P I-15.6 samples as for
the fresh samples. The SPC, preliminary incubated count, PBCP and the PBCF
were performed in duplicate. The ATP content was determined in triplicate and
reported as RLU.

3.3 Standard Plate Count
Standard plate count was determined by the methods outlined in Standard
Methods fo r the Examination o f Dairy Products (220). Phosphate buffered distilled
water was used for making appropriate dilutions and tryptone glucose extract agar
was utilized as the culture medium. Plates were incubated at 32 ± 1°C for 48 ± 3
h and counted immediately after the incubation period.

3.4 Psychrotrophic Bacteria Count
Psychrotrophic bacteria counts were performed in duplicate by plating the
appropriate milk sample dilutions by the method of Oliveria and Parmelee (190).
Tryptone glucose extract agar was used as plating medium, and petri plates were
incubated at 21 “C for 25 h. The pouring of plates and counting procedures were
similar to that of SPC.

3.5 Petrifilm™ Psychrotrophic Bacteria Count
One ml o f an appropriate milk dilution was inoculated onto the base paper
film o f Petrifilm™ (Medical-Surgical Division/3M, 225-5S, 3M Center, St. Paul,
MN 55144) which was coated with dry nutrients of Standard Methods culture
medium. The inoculum was spread evenly over a 20 cm1 area by using the recessed
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side of a special plastic plate supplied for that purpose. Following an incubation of
21*0 for 48 h the red colonies which developed were counted.

3.6 Bioluminescence Assay
The bioluminescence assay to determine the ATP content was conducted by
the procedure prescribed by Lumac Systems Inc., Titusville, FL. (8). All reagents
were supplied in a Lumac* Milk Bacteria Kit consisting of;
NRS®: nucleotide releasing reagent to extract somatic cell ATP.
L-NRB®: nucleotide releasing reagent to extract bacterial cells ATP.
Lumit*-PM: purified firefly luciferin-luciferase reagent.
Somase™: calcium activated ATPase enzyme to hydrolyze somatic cell ATP.
Lumit® buffer: 0.025 M Hepes buffer to reconstitute the lyophilized
reagents.
The light emitted during the assay was measured with an illuminometer
known as the Lumac Biocountei* M 2010 with a Multijet™ reagent injector system.
The reagents preparation and the assay procedure were as follows:
3.6,1 P rep aratio n of Reagents:
Lumit* PM and Somase™ were purchased in freeze dried form. Lumit® PM
was rehydrated with 7.0 ml of Lumit® buffer and Somase™ with 1.0 ml of Lumit®
buffer. NRS® and L-NRB® were available in ready to use form. NRS*/EDTA
solution was made by adding 18.6 mg of EDTA to 5 ml o f NRS* reagent and
swirling gently until they were completely mixed. Eighty ml o f Somase™ stock
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solution and 1 ml of NRS®/EDTA solution were mixed together for every 10
samples to be analyzed.
3.6.2 Assay Procedure:
All reagents were brought to room temperature before performing the assay.
A 50 fit aliquot of well mixed raw milk sample was placed in a Lumacuvette™ and
100 *il of NRS®/EDTA/Somase™ solution added. During this step somatic cell ATP
was selectively extracted by the NRS® reagent and subsequently hydrolyzed by the
Somase™ reagent. The Lumacuvettes™ were then shaken on a Vortex shaker at 600800 rpm. After 5 min of shaking, the cuvettes were placed into the counting
chamber of a Biocounter™ and 100 ^1 of L-NRB® reagent were added by using one
of the injector pumps. The L-NRB® reagent initiated the release of ATP from the
bacterial cells. After 30 s the Lumit® PM reagent was added using the second
injector pump. The luciferin-luciferase from this reagent produced light when
reacted with the free ATP of bacterial cells. The Biocounter® records the photons
of light from this reaction in RLU after a 10 s integration period.

3.7 Data Analysis
The data were analyzed by using Proc GLM, Proc Corr, and Proc Reg
procedures o f the SAS® data analysis system (229). Regression analysis was
performed to establish a regression equation for quick assessment o f microbiological
quality o f raw milk from ATP values. A simple linear regression model was
utilized to describe the relationship between the SPC and ATP content for the fresh
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milk samples, the milk samples preliminary incubated at 12.8“ and 15.6“C for 18 h,
and the combined data.

y( =

0O + 0,X , + e,

where
i = observation l,2 ,3 ,...,n .
yi = ith observation o f dependent variable, SPC.
P0 = intercept or unknown constant.
0, = slope or regression coefficient.
X, = ith observation of independent variable, ATP.
f, = an unobserved random variable or error term.
The difference in regression among the treatment groups viz., fresh milk,
12.8°C PI, and 15.6°C PI, with respect to ATP was studied by the test for
homogeneity of slopes. A multiple slope linear regression model given below was
used to test the differences among slopes.

y« ~

+

Where
i = observation 1 ,2 ,3 ,... in jth group.
j = treatment group 1,2,3 i.e. fresh milk, 12.8°C PI, 15.6°C PI.
y0 = ith observation in jth group for dependent variable SPC.
= intercept in jth treatment group.
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/3|j = slope in jth treatment group.
X(J = ith observation in jth group for independent variable ATP.
€,j = error term.
To test the validity of a linear regression model for transformed and non
transformed data, residual analysis was performed for both the non-transformed and
log10 transformed variables. Polynomial regression models were fitted for log10
transformed and non-transformed data to determine the best model. Linear,
quadratic, and cubic regressions were applied to fresh, 12.8°C PI, and 15.6°C PI
milk samples and to the combined data for all samples. In the first case, for nontransformed dependent variable, SPC, and non-transformed independent variable,
ATP, the following first, second,and third order regression models were applied:

y. - & + 0 i x . +
y, = 0 . + 0,X, + ftX,! + <,
y, » 0„ + 0,X, + 0 , X ‘ + 0,X,’ + e,
where
i = observation l,2 ,3 ,...,n .
y; = ith observation of dependent or response variable, SPC.
0O

intercept or unknown constant.

(3j = regression coefficient for linear regression.
Xj = ith observation of predictor variable ATP, for linear regression.
= regression coefficient for quadratic regression.
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X,2 = predictor variable ATP, for quadratic regression.
= regression coefficient for cubic regression.
X,3 = predictor variable ATP, for cubic regression.
e, = error term.
In the second case, for non-transformed dependent variable, SPC, and log,0
transformed independent variable, ATP, the following first, second, and third order
regression models were fitted to the data for fresh, 12.8°C PI, and 15.6°C PI milk
samples and to the combined data for

all samples:

y, = 0 O+ /3,(IogXJ + f,
y, = 0o + 0i(logX) + 0 2(logXJ2 + c,
y, = 0 O+ 0i(logX) + 0 2(\ogXd 2 + 0 1(\ogX? + e,
Where
1 = observation l,2 ,3 ,...,n .
y, = ith observation of dependent variable, non-transformed SPC.

0 O = intercept or unknown constant.
0 t = regression coefficient for linear regression.
logX, = ith observation o f log10 transformed ATP, for linear regression.

02 = regression coefficient for quadratic regression.
(logXJ2 = logl0 transformed ATP, for quadratic regression.

02 — regression coefficient for cubic regression,
(logXj)3 = loglo transformed ATP, for cubic regression.
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t, = error term.
In the third case, for log10 transformed dependent variable, SPC, and nontransformed independent variable, ATP, the following first, second, and third order
regression models were applied to fresh, 12.8°C PI, and 15.6°C PI milk samples
and to the combined data for all samples:

logfyj

=

0O+

0,X,

+ t,

log(yJ

=

0 O+

0,X,

+ 0 2X? +

logfyj

=

0 O+

PlX i

+ 0 2X ,2+ /3}X,3 + e,

where
i = observation 1,2,3
l°g(Yi) =

n.

observation of ]og)0 transformed dependent variable, SPC.

0 0 = intercept or unknown constant.
0 1 = regression coefficient for linear regression.
Xj = ith observation of predictor variable ATP, for linear regression.

02 = regression coefficient for quadratic regression.
Xj2 = predictor variable ATP, for quadratic regression.
j3} = regression coefficient for cubic regression.
Xj3 = predictor variable ATP, for cubic regression,
f, = error term.
Finally, for logl0 transformed dependent variable, SPC, and log10
transformed independent variable, ATP, the following first, second, and third order
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regression models were fitted to fresh, 12.8°C PI, and 1 5 . 6 ^ PI milk samples and
to the combined data for all samples:

logtyj = ft, + 0 t(logX) + fi
logtyj = 0O+ jff.dogXJ + fcftogXJ1 + e(
logfyj = 0O+ jS^logXJ + 0 2(logXJ2 + & (lo g X y +

Where
i = observation l,2 ,3 ,...,n .
log ty j - ith observation of log10 transformed dependent variable, SPC.

0 0 = intercept or unknown constant.
0 1 = regression coefficient for linear regression.
logXj = ith observation of log10 transformed ATP, for linear regression.
- regression coefficient for quadratic regression.
(logX j2 = logl0 transformed ATP, for quadratic regression.

01 - regression coefficient for cubic regression.
(logXJ1 = log10 transformed ATP, for cubic regression,
fj = error term.
The "best fit" model was used to develop a prediction equation to predict the
SPC from the ATP content of milk samples. To validate this prediction equation
two random sub-samples from all data sets were drawn. The model chosen as the
"best fit" was applied to these sub-samples. These regression equations were then
used to predict the SPC values o f remaining data to evaluate the predictability.

To determine the relationship between psychrotrophic bacteria count with
petri plate, and psychrotrophic bacteria count with PetrifUm™, simple correlation
and linear regression analyses were performed.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Bioluminescence Assay and Standard Plate Count
Correlation coefficients were calculated to determine the relationship between
ATP content by bioluminescence assay, and the standard plate count (SPC) of fresh
milk samples and the samples preliminary incubated at 12.8 and 15.6°C for 18 h.
The ATP was measured in RLU and throughout this discussion ATP is used as a
synonym of RLU. Simple linear correlation coefficients for SPC and ATP content,
and log10 transformed values of these variables for all milk samples and samples
given different temperature treatments are shown in Table 1. Correlation of ATP
content with SPC for all experimental data was .97. After logl0 transformation of
these variables the correlation was .78. The correlations between ATP content and
SPC of fresh raw milk samples at zero h and after preliminary incubating these
samples at 12.8° and 15.6°C for 18 h were .96, .97, and .97, respectively.
Correlation coefficients were .74, .82, and .84 for logi0 transformed values of these
variables, respectively. All correlation coefficients were significantly different from
zero demonstrating the existence of a strong linear relationship between the SPC and
ATP content for all types o f milk samples. These findings show a higher
correlation between the two variables
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TABLE 1. Linear correlation coefficients for standard plate count (SPC) and
adenosine-S’-triphosphate (ATP) content, and log,0 transformed SPC and
ATP content of raw milk samples and milk samples incubated at different
temperatures.
Sample Type

n

SPC-ATP

LSPO-LATP6

Overall'
Fresh Milk*1
12.8°C PIe
I5.6°C PIr

425
175
133
117

.97”
.96"
.97"
.97"

.7 8 "
.74"
.82"
.8 4 "

*LSPC = logl0 transformed standard plate count.
bLATP = log10 transformed adenosine-5’-triphosphate content.
'Overall = all observations regardless of incubation temperature.
dFresh Milk = samples at zero h without any temperature treatment.
*12,8°C PI = samples preliminary incubated at 12.8°C for 18 h.
f15.6°C PI = samples preliminary incubated at 15.60C for 18 h.
"/> < .0 1 .
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than the previously reported studies (27,227). Ryan (227) reported a correlation
coefficient of .92 between ATP content and SPC of fresh raw milk samples and .72
for log jo transformed data. In a similar study (27), the correlation between log,0
transformed ATP content and log,0 transformed SPC was .93.
An additional approach was to determine the relationship between the ATP
content and the SPC count over various SPC ranges to determine the range of
SPC/ml at which the SPC-ATP relationship was strongest. For this purpose all
data, regardless o f incubation temperature, was broken into different ranges as
shown in Table 2. The SPC range containing the observations with 1.0 x 10* to 1.0
x 107 SPC/ml resulted in linear correlation coefficients of .87 and .69, respectively,
for non-transformed and log,0 transformed values of ATP and SPC. The samples
with 5.0 x 10* to 1.0 x 107 SPC/ml had a correlation of .87 for non-transformed and
.73 for log jo transformed values of these variables. By extending the upper limit to
1.0 x 10* SPC/ml, the correlation was improved to .96 and .85, respectively. At a
range of 1.0 x 10s to 1.0 x 10T, and 1.0 x 105 to 1.0 x 10* SPC/ml the correlation
coefficients for non-transformed and log,0 transformed data were .87 and .74, and
.96 and .87, respectively. In these ranges when the lower limit for SPC was
increased to 5.0 x lOVml, these coefficients were .87 and .78, and .96 and .92,
respectively. The correlation coefficients were significant only when the upper limit
in all above ranges was s 1.0 x 107 SPC/ml. If this limit was reduced to £ 1.0 x
106 SPC/ml, a large decrease in the correlation was observed.

T A R L E 2. Linear currelatinn coefficients tor standard plate count (SPCl and adenosine-5’-triphosphate (ATP) content o f raw
milk sam ples and samples incubated at different temperatures over various SPC ranges.
SP C /m l Range

Fresh

PI-12.8 °C
R
n

Overall
nJ
R*

n

R

1 - 5. O l i o

154

17

107

.17

16

.56

11

.15

1- 10 x
1 - 5 .0 x
5 .0 x 10*
5 0 x 1(P
1 0 x 10'

10'
10'
- I 0 X 10'
■ 5 0 x 10'
- 5 0 x 10'

184

.17

.30

19

.42

.35
.47
.39

.15
.34

32

265

133
157

31
.39

.32
.38

44
8

53
.26

.43

46
30

.41

.44

26
51
24

62
16

51

33
25

35
.46

1.0 x 10’
5 .0 x m J
1 0 x 10'
5 0 x 10'

- ! 0
- i 0
- 10
- 10

.36
.28
41

50
66
49

.35
.38
.25

39

29

48
42

1.0

19

.46

15

.45
39
.37

.8 4"
.8 7 "
91"

112

.8 3"
.86"

95
84

.9 0"

51

.8 2 "
.87"

76

.8 7 "

51

.89"
.88"

50
150
74

x 10
x nr
x 10

215
166
1 17

.54

124

.33
.28

52

x 10'

56

.43

~>

1 0 x I04 - 1 .0 x 10'
5 0 x lO1 - 1.0 x to'
1 0 x 10' - 1 0 x 10’
5 0 x 10' - 1 0 x 10’

545

.8 7 "

136

245
192
114

.8 7 "
.8 7 ”

62

97

35
12

.9 6"

141

.9 6"

132

.9 7"

117

.96"

.9 6 ”

68
44
19

.9 6 "
.9 6 "

118

.9 7 "

101
71

.9 7 "

106
98

.96"
.96 "

.9 6 "

73

.96 "

x 10*
x 10*

590
292

x 10*
x 10*

245

"P<01.

*n = number o f observations

96"
.9 6 "

.9 5"

hR = correlation coefficients

81

.8 8"

.8 7 "

1.0 x 10* - 1 0
5 0 x 10* - 1.0
1 0 x 10' - ! .0
5 0 x 10' - 1.0

163

26

FT-15 6 °C
n
R
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The bioluminescence technique has been reported (8) to work adequately in
the range of 1.0 x 105 to 1.0 x 107 SPC/ml. Results in Table 2 show that in the
data range of 1.0 x 10* to 1.0 x 107 SPC/ml, a correlation coefficient of .87 was the
same as in the above reported SPC range.
Linear regression analysis was used to predict SPC from ATP content of all
combined samples, the fresh milk samples, and the milk samples preliminary
incubated at 12.8 and 15.6°C for 18 h. A simple linear regression model shown in
the equation below was used to describe the relationship between SPC and ATP
content for these treatment groups.

y, = )80 + 0,X. + 6,

{4.1)

where
i *= observation l,2 ,3 ,...,n .
y, = ith observation of dependent variable, SPC.
Q0 ~ intercept o r unknown constant.
= slope or regression coefficient.
Xj = ith observation of independent variable, ATP.
f; = an unobserved random variable or error term.
The slopes were 9921, 6276, 7299, and 6751 for fresh milk, 12.8°C PI,
15.6°C PI, and all milk samples, respectively (Table 3). This indicates that slopes
were different for all types o f treatment groups. The regression coefficients for all
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TABLE 3. Linear regression analysis of raw milk samples, and samples
treated at different incubation temperatures for standard plate count and
adenosine-5'-triphosphate content.
Sample Type

b0 ± SE

Overall*
Fresh Milkb
12.8°C PIC
15.6°C PId

-1642213
-3095767
-1600147
-1424123

±
±
±
±

204510
110853
423377
512480

bt ± SE

RJ

6751"
9921"
6276"
7299"

.93
.93
.94
.93

± 88
± 212
± 136
± 180

‘Overall = all observations regardless of incubation temperature.
bFresh Milk = samples at zero h without any temperature treatment.
{12.8°C PI = samples preliminary incubated at 12.8°C for 18 h.
d15.6°C PI = samples preliminary incubated at 15.6°C for 18 h.
"P< .01.
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treatment groups and combined data all different from zero ( P < .01). Coefficients
of determination were .93, .94, .93, and .93 for fresh, 12.8°C PI, 15.6°C PI, and
all milk samples, respectively. In other words, more than 93 percent of the
variation in SPC was accounted for by the model. This indicates that the models
have good predictability.
It is evident from Table 3 that the estimates of slopes might be different.
The difference in regression among the treatment groups viz., fresh milk, 12.8°C
PI, and 15.6°C PI, with respect to ATP was studied by the test for heterogeneity of
slopes o f linear regression model (229). The test for heterogeneity of regression
was significant (P < .01). In order to find out the differences among slopes three
contrasts were performed. The results showed that all the slopes were significantly
different from each other (P < .01) and indicated that a multiple slope linear
regression model was needed. A multiple slope model is defined as:

y„ = & , +

+

u

<*2)

Where
i = observation 1,2,3,... in jth group.
j = treatment group 1,2,3 i.e. fresh milk, 12.8°C PI, 15.6°C PI.
y^i = ith observation in jth group for dependent variable SPC.
/3„ = intercept in jth treatment group.
0 ,j = slope in jth treatment group.
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XtJ = ith observation in jth group for independent variable ATP.
f(J = error term.
The final multiple slope model was estimated and is given below.
Regression lines are presented in Figure 1.
A
SPC =

P -3095767 + 9921 (ATP)
-1600148 -I- 6276(ATP)
. -1424123 + 7299(ATP)

(w henj = l, i.e. fresh milk)
(when j = 2 , i.e. 12.8°C PI)
(when j = 3 , i.e. 15.6°C PI)

The results indicated that with an increase in ATP, SPC increased for all treatments.
For different treatments the slopes of the regression lines were different. For fresh
milk, the rate of increase o f SPC per unit increase of ATP at a given range was
maximum.The 15.6°C SPC increased at the second fastest rate at a

given range of

ATP, while rate was minimum for the 12.8°C SPC.
Bossuyt (27) and Britz et al. (32) have reported a linear relationship between
SPC and ATP content of raw milk samples. In this study, the linear regression and
correlation statistics have also shown a linear relationship between the SPC and ATP
variables.
In order to test the validity of the linear regression, the linear models for log
transformed and non-transformed data were compared. For this purpose, residual
analyses for both the non-transformed and log,0 transformed variables were
performed. Residual analysis is used to assess the appropriateness o f a model
according to the behavior of a set of observed residuals. Residuals are the
differences between the observed and predicted values of the response variable.
Residual plots are useful for observing data patterns and detecting outliers. In such
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a graphical presentation, a violation of a specific assumption (e.g. independence,
model correctness, normality, or homogeneity of variance) is evident.
The residuals of the linear regression of SPC on ATP for non-transformed
and logjc transformed data were plotted against their corresponding predictor ATP
values (see Figures 2-5). In Figure 2, residual SPC values varied considerably from
zero. Residuals of a response variable in a good fit model should fall randomly
around a horizontal zero band. A careful analysis of Figure 2 reveals that the
variation in residuals increased with increased ATP values. Studentized residuals of
SPC were obtained to identify the extreme predicted values by the regression model.
Since there were 425 total observations, the degree of freedom for the model was
423.
t (.95, 423) <; 1.658

(from t Table)

The Studentized residual values less than -1.658 or more than + 1.658, were
considered as extreme values, and accounted for 5.4 percent of all data. The
maximum spread of residuals from zero was when ATP was between 6,000 and
14,000 RLU.
In Figures 3, 4, and 5, the plots of the residuals of SPC against logl0
transformed ATP, log10 transformed SPC against ATP, and log10 transformed SPC
against log]0 transformed ATP, are presented, respectively. When one or both of
the variables were logl0 transformed, residuals did not fall randomly about the zero
horizontal line. Curved plots in Figures 3, 4, and 5, indicated nonlinearity which
implies that a polynomial regression model might be appropriate.
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ATP (RLU) (x 1,000)
Figure 2. Residual values for the standard plate count (SPC) of raw milk
samples plotted against the respective adenosine-5'-triphosphate (ATP) content
to check the suitability of the linear model.
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Figure 3. Residual values for the standard plate count (SPC) of raw milk
samples plotted against the respective log10 transformed adenosine-5 *triphosphate (LATP) content to validate the data transformation in linear
model.
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Sometimes it is difficult to visualize the trends in data by simple perusal of
residuals of linear regressions. Therefore, polynomial regression models were fitted
for log|0 transformed and non-transformed data for all milk samples and three
treatment groups separately. Linear, quadratic, and cubic regressions were applied
to fresh, 12.8°C PI, and 15.6°C PI milk samples and to the combined data for all
samples. The regression coefficients and coefficients of determination for these
regression models describing the relationship between non-transformed variables
SPC andATP, for all milk samples and samples treated at differenttemperatures
are shown in Table 4. The plots for these various types of regression

models are

presented in Figures 6-9. The linear (first order), quadratic (second order), and
cubic (third order) regression models used to generate these plots are given in the
following equations:

y, = 0O+ ftX j +

(4.3)

y, = 0 O+ 0,X, + 0 2X ,2 + fi

(4.4)

y, = 0 , + 0,X, + &X,1 + &X* + r,

(4.5)

where
i =* observation 1,2,3

n.

y; = ith observation o f dependent or response variable, SPC.

0 a = intercept or unknown constant.
- regression coefficient for linear regression.
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Figure 6. Actual data and fitted ’-egression lines depicting the linear, quadratic,
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temperature.
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triphosphate (ATP) content of raw milk samples preliminary incubated at
I5.6*C for 18 h
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X, — ith observation of predictor variable ATP, for linear regression.

02 = regression coefficient for quadratic regression.
X,2 = second order of ATP, for quadratic regression.
= regression coefficient for cubic regression.
XjJ = third order o f ATP, for cubic regression.
fi = error term.
For combined data and 15.6°C PI milk samples, the addition of the quadratic
term to the straight line did not significantly improve the prediction (Table 4). The
addition o f third order model to the quadratic model did significantly improve the
prediction. However, in a comparison of coefficients of determination (R2) among
first, second, and third order models, there was not much improvement in R2s for
second or third order models. For fresh and 12.8°C PI milk samples, there was a
significant relationship between SPC and ATP content in all three types of
prediction equations. The plots of linear, quadratic, and cubic regression models
for all types o f data were more or less a straight line. The linear model being the
simplest model was preferable because it is easy to interpret. All things considered,
in the case of non-transformed data for both variables, a linear regression model
was selected as the most appropriate.
Regression analyses were also performed after transforming one or both of
the variables. Regression results for first, second, and third degree polynomial
models using non-transformed SPC and log10 transformed ATP are presented in
Table 5. The regression lines for these models were plotted as presented in

5' triphosphate (! A ’V) ro n tfn t <*f all milk sample* arei 'ample* treated
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Figures 10-13. The regression equations used to generate these plots were as
follows:

y. =

0O+ /?,(logXJ + e,

(4.6)

y, =

0 O+ ^ (lo g X J + 0 2(logXI) z + £j

(4.7)

y, =

0o + 0,(IogXl) + 0 1(logX1)1 + 0j(logX J3 + e,

(4 .5 )

Where
1 = observation l,2 ,3 ,...,n .
yt = ith observation of dependent variable, non-transformed SPC.
0O = intercept or unknown constant.
0 L = regression coefficient for linear regression.
logX, = ith observation of log,0 transformed ATP, for linear regression.

02 = regression coefficient for quadratic regression.
(logXJ2 = log10 transformed ATP, for quadratic regression.

03 = regression coefficient for cubic regression.
(logXJ3 = Iogl0 transformed ATP, for cubic regression.
= error term.
As shown in Table 5, the regression coefficients were significant ( P c .O l)
for the overall group and groups receiving different temperature treatments. The
coefficients of determination for overall raw milk samples, and for fresh, 12.8°C
PI, and 15.6°C PI samples were .70, .69, .72, and .70, respectively. The addition
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Figure 10. Actual data and fitted regression lines depicting the linear,
quadratic, and cubic regression models for standard plate count (SPC) and
logjo transformed adenosine-5’-triphosphate (LATP) content of all raw milk
samples regardless of incubation temperature
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samples at zero h
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Figure 12. Actual data and fitted regression lines depicting the linear,
quadratic, and cubic regression models for standard plate count (SPC) and
log|0 transformed adenosine-5'-triphosphate (LATP) content of raw milk
samples preliminary incubated at 12.8°C for 18 h
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samples preliminary incubated at 15.6°C for 18 h
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of a quadratic term to these linear models significantly improved the prediction,
which was further improved by addition of the cubic term. Plots of the linear,
quadratic, and cubic regression curves for all treatment groups, in Figures 10, 11,
12, and 13, respectively, demonstrated data patterns in which most of the data
points were clustered near zero. The R2s of the second and third order models
indicated that the quadratic and cubic models were better when ATP was log
transformed. As a matter of fact, higher order models had a better fit because of
few observations that were spread apart from the rest of the data.
Regression analyses for first, second, and third order models for log,o
transformed SPC and non-transformed ATP are shown in Table 6. The plots of
linear, quadratic, and cubic regressions for all observations and for three treatment
groups are presented in Figures 14-17. The linear, quadratic, and cubic regression
models used to analyze the data for all types of samples are given in the following
equations:

log(y,) -

ft,+ 0,X. + e,

lo g ty j =

J90+ 0iX, +

log(yJ =

0O+ 0.X, + 0 2X,2 + 0 3X,J + c,

fox? + e,

{4.9)
{4.10)

where
= observation l,2 ,3 ,..,,n .
log(y,) = ith observation of log10 transformed dependent variable, SPC.
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Figure 14. Actual data and fitted regression lines depicting the linear,
quadratic, and cubic regression models for logt0 transformed standard plate
count (LSPC) and adenosine-3 ’-triphosphate (ATP) content o f all raw milk
samples regardless o f incubation temperature
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Figure 15. Actual data and fitted regression lines depicting the linear,
quadratic, and cubic regression models for log,0 transformed standard plate
count (LSPC) and adenosine-5 ’-triphosphate (ATP) content o f raw milk
samples at zero h
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Figure 16. Actual data and fitted regression lines depicting the linear,
quadratic, and cubic regression models for logI0.transformed standard plate
count (LSPC) and adenosine-5'-triphosphate (ATP) content o f raw milk
samples preliminary incubated at 12.8*C for 18 h
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Figure 17, Actual data and fitted regression lines depicting the linear,
quadratic, and cubic regression models for log|0 transformed standard plate
count (LSPC) and adenosine-S’-triphosphate (ATP) content of raw milk
samples preliminary incubated at 15.6°C for 18 h

0 O = intercept or unknown constant.
0, — regression coefficient for linear regression.
X, = ith observation of predictor variable ATP, for linear regression.
&2 = regression coefficient for quadratic regression.
X,2 = predictor variable ATP, for quadratic regression.
= regression coefficient for cubic regression.
Xj3 = predictor variable ATP, for cubic regression.
6j = error term.
A summary of all regression coefficients and coefficients of determination,
along with the tests of significance for linear, quadratic, and cubic models is
presented in Table 6. The coefficient of determination (R2) is a quantitative
measure o f how well a model predicts the dependent variable. The addition of a
second and third order model significantly improved the prediction over the linear
model with the exception of the third order model for fresh milk. All regression
coefficients were significant (P < .01) for all types o f milk samples except in the
cubic model for fresh milk samples. The linear models for all milk samples and for
fresh, 12.8°C PI, and 15.6°C PI samples had R2s of .34, .55, .43, and .41,
respectively. The R2s were generally lower than the R2s reported in Tables 4 and 5,
for all types o f milk samples. This means that about 50 percent of the variation of
SPC data can not be explained by these regression models. It is obvious from the
scatterplot o f overall data in Figure 14 and the scatterplots of the other three groups
in Figures 15, 16, and 17, respectively, that the log,0 transformation o f SPC versus
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the non-transformation of ATP resulted in most of the data points clustering along
the Y-axis.
Finally, the regression analyses were performed after log10 transformation of
both o f the variables, SPC and ATP, for all types of milk samples and their
regression lines plotted. The regression coefficients and the coefficients of
determination for linear, quadratic and cubic regression models were determined and
are summarized in Table 7. The regression lines for all milk samples and various
treatment groups are presented in Figures 18-21. The regression models used to
generate these analyses are presented in the following equations:

tog(yi) = 0<> + /JiflogXJ + e,

(4.12)

log(yJ = 0 O + 0j(logXJ + 0 1(logX ? + e.

(4.13)

log(y,) = 0 O + 0i(l°gXi) + 0i(logXJJ + fljOogXJ1 +

(4.14)

Where
i = observation l,2 ,3 ,...,n .
log(yJ - ith observation of log,0 transformed dependent variable, SPC.
0 a = intercept or unknown constant.
0 , = regression coefficient for linear regression.
logX, = ith observation of log|0 transformed ATP, for linear regression.
0i = regression coefficient for quadratic regression.
(logXJ1 = logfq transformed ATP, for quadratic regression.
0! = regression coefficient for cubic regression.
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(logX,)3 = log 10 transformed ATP, for cubic regression,
t, - error term.
Results in Table 7 indicate that the coefficients of determination

were

somewhat better than those reported in Table 6 for log10 transformation of SPC
alone. The estimates of /3,, j32, and /?3 were significantly different from zero.
Linear regression coefficients were significant (P c .O IJ fo r all types of samples,
regression coefficients were significant {/*< .01) in all but the overall milk
samples.

Cubic regression coefficient was significant ( P < .01) only for fresh raw

milk samples.
The coefficients of determination

for log transformed data (Table 7) were

generally lower than for the non-transformed data in Table 4. Moreover, it is
obvious from Table 4 that the linear regression on non-transformed data was the
best model to describe data in this study. The linear regression equation given
below was formulated from the combined experimental data.
A

SPC = -1642213 + 6751 (ATP)

{4. IS)

The validity of this equation to assess the quality of raw milk samples was
examined further. The approach was to split all data set into two random sub
samples and to estimate separate linear regression equations for these random
sub-samples.

The regression equation from each sub-sample was utilized to

predict the SPC of remaining data and ultimately a correlation between the
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observed and predicted values of SPC was calculated to determine the relative
agreement between the predictive and true values.
The prediction equations and the respective correlation coefficients are
shown in Table 8. Correlation coefficients o f . 98 and .97 between the observed
and predicted values of SPC in both equations validates the relationship
between SPC and ATP variables shown in Equation 15. This means that the
microbiological quality of raw milk supplies can be determined by using the
ATP content of milk samples as determined by the firefly bioluminescence
assay. As discussed earlier, the bioluminescence technique was found not to
work adequately at lower bacterial counts. Therefore, one must keep in mind
that the above stated prediction equation will give meaningful results only if the
standard plate count o f samples to be predicted lies between the range of 1.0 x
104 to 1.0 x 107 bacteria/ml.

4.2 Psychrotrophic Bacteria Count
The median values for SPC, ATP, psychrotrophic bacteria count using
petri plate (PBCP), and psychrotrophic bacteria count using Petrifilm™ (PBCF),
for fresh milk samples and samples preliminary incubated at 12.8 and I5.6°C for
18 h are given in Table 9. Median SPC for fresh milk samples was 36,000/ml
which rose to 630,000/ml and 910,000/ml, respectively, after an incubation of
12.8 and 15.6°C for 18 h. The median SPC value for commingled raw milk
samples in this study was well under the maximum legal limit of
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TABLE 8. Correlations between the observed and predicted standard
plate count (SPC) using the prediction equations developed from random
samples drawn from the overall experimental data.
Sub-sample

n1

r2

Prediction Equation

1

199

.98

SPC*= -1739883 + bSSStATP4)

2

220

.97

S P C = -1700843 + 6883(ATP)

'n = number of observations drawn randomly from overall data and used
to estimate a regression equation, which ultimately was used to predict
the SPC of remaining data to check the "validation of prediction".
7t = correlation between predicted and observed SPC.
JSPC = standard plate count.
4ATP = adenosine-5’-triphosphate.
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TABLE 9. Median values for standard plate count, psychrotrophic
bacteria count (petri plate), psychrotrophic bacteria count (Petrifilm™),
and ATP content of raw milk samples at different incubation
temperatures.
Sample Type

SPC*

PBCP*
pci ini "

pbcf

ATP"
(RLU')

Fresh Milkf

36,000

13,000

12,000

323

12.8°C PI*

630,000

420,000

420,000

418

15.6°C PI"

910,000

770,000

760,000

382

‘SPC = standard plate count.
bPBCP = psychrotrophic bacteria
'PBCF = psychrotrophic bacteria
dATP = adenosine-5’-triphosphate
'RLU = relative light units.
fFresh = samples at zero h.
*12.8°C PI = samples preliminary
h15.6°C PI = samples preliminary

count (petri plate).
count (Petrifilm™).
content,

incubated at 12.8°C for 18 h.
incubated at 15.6°C for 18 h.
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300,000/ml as given in the Grade A Pasteurized Milk Ordinance (70). This
shows a great deal of awareness and adoption of good hygienic practices in the
production and handling o f milk by the milk producers and transporters.
The estimation of psychrotrophic bacteria reflects the keeping quality of
raw milk samples. The Petrifilm™ method is preferred over the traditional petri
plate method because it is easy to perform and at the same time has a high
correlation with the plate count method (52,88). The conventional method for
the determination of psychrotrophic bacteria using petri plate (PBCP), and its
modification with the use o f Petrifilm™ (PBCF) were evaluated for the
estimation of psychrotrophic bacteria.

The average PBCP and PBCF for fresh

milk samples were 13,000/ml and 12,000/ml, respectively.

After preliminary

incubation o f these samples for 12.8 and 15.6°C for 18 h, the increase in the
median psychrotrophic bacteria count was almost the same in both methods.
Shown in Table 10 is the linear correlation coefficient of .99 between nontransformed and logl0 transformed PBC in all types o f samples by petri plate
method and the modified Petrifilm™ procedure.

The scatterplots and linear

regression lines for non-transformed and log,0 transformed data, showing the
relationship between both the variables, PBCP and PBCF, are given in Figures
22-25. It is evident from these plots that a good linear relationship exists
between the two methods for all types of fresh and preliminary incubated
samples. A high correlation coefficient and linearity of relationship between the
petri plate and Petrifilm™ techniques with and without log10 transformation
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TABLE 10. Linear correlation coefficients for psychrotrophic bacteria
count (petri plate) and psychrotrophic bacteria count (Petrifilm™), and
log10 transformed psychrotrophic bacteria count (petri plate) and
psychrotrophic bacteria count (Petrifilm™) of all raw milk samples and
samples treated at different incubation temperatures.
Sample Type

n

PBCP1-PBCFb

LPBCPc-LPBCFd

Overall'

380

.99“

.99"

Fresh Milk*

143

.99”

.99"

12.8°C PI*

126

.99"

.9 9 "

15.6°C PIh

111

.99"

.9 9 "

*PBCP = psychrotrophic bacteria count (petri plate).
bPBCF = psychrotrophic bacteria count (Petrifilm™).
'LPBCP = log10 transformed psychrotrophic bacteria count (petri plate).
dLPBCF = log10 transformed psychrotrophic bacteria count (Petrifilm™).
'Overall = all observations regardless of incubation temperature.
fFresh Milk = samples at zero h without any temperature treatment.
*12.8°C PI = samples preliminary incubated at 12.8°C for 18 h.
h15.6°C PI =* samples preliminary incubated at 15.6°C for 18 h.
" P c .O l .
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Figure 22. Actual data and linear regression between psychrotrophic bacteria
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suggests that one can be substituted by the other.

One drawback however, in

using Petrifilm™ technique for psychrotrophic bacteria estimation was that it
took 48 h instead of the usual 25 h for the development of red colonies at 21°C.
Possibly, the triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC), a compound responsible for
red colonies in Petrifilm™, does take longer than 25 h for reduction.

Red

colonies of psychrotrophic bacteria can be counted after 36 h of incubation at
21°C, but in a single shift dairy laboratory this incubation period may not be
applicable from a practical point of view. This might be overcome by increasing
the incubation temperature that could decrease the reduction time of TTC to
reveal results in a short time.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

One of the objectives o f this study was to determine the relationship between
the standard plate count (SPC) and adenosine-5’-triphosphate content (ATP). Based
upon this relationship the next step was to develop a prediction equation that could
be used to estimate the SPC o f raw milk samples if their ATP content was known
from the rapid bioluminescence assay.
The SPC of raw milk samples at zero h and after preliminary incubating
these samples at 12.8 and 15.6°C for 18 h were compared to the respective ATP
content. Simple linear correlation coefficients for SPC and ATP content, and iogl0
transformed values of these variables for the overall data and for the samples given
different temperature treatments were calculated. The correlation between ATP and
SPC for overall data was .97. After log,0 transformation of data the correlation was
.78. The correlations between the ATP and SPC of fresh raw milk samples at zero
h and after preliminary incubating these samples at 12.8 and 15.6°C for 18 h were
.96, .97, and .97, respectively. For log10 transformed values of these variables the
correlation coefficients were ,74, .82, and .84, respectively. The log10
transformation of data did not improve the linear correlation.
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The bioluminescence technique was reported previously to be highly
correlated with SPC in the range of 1.0 x I05 to 1.0 x 107 bacteria/ml. A
correlation coefficient of .87 was calculated between the SPC and ATP for the
overall data over a SPC range of 1.0 x 104 to 1.0 x 107 bacteria/ml. This range
seems to be more practical for quick screening of raw milk supplies at dairy
processing and milk receiving facilities as 81 percent of all observations in this
study fell in this range. Median SPC for fresh commingled raw milk samples was
36,000/ml, which is less than the maximum legal limit of 300,000/ml for
commingled raw milk.
To determine the best relationship between the two variables a third degree
polynomial regression was calculated for the fresh and preliminary incubated
treatment groups with and without log10 transformation of data. The coefficients of
determination and regression coefficients for linear, quadratic, and cubic regressions
for various treatment groups revealed that the log,0 transformation of data for SPC
and/or ATP did not improve the relationship significantly. Therefore, the linear
regression equation for the overall non-transformed data was used to establish a
prediction equation.
A

SPC = -1642213 + 6751 (ATP)
The validation of prediction was checked by drawing two random samples of
SPC from the whole data set. Linear regression equations for the SPC and ATP of
these random samples were calculated which ultimately were used to predict the
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SPC of remaining data. A correlation of .98 and .97 between the predicted and
observed SPC validated the prediction equation.
Another phase of the experiment was to ascertain if the Petrifilm™ technique
could be effectively used in place of petri plate method to estimate psychrotrophic
bacteria count. The correlation coefficient between the Petrifilm™ and the agar
plate method for both the fresh and preliminary incubated raw milk samples was
.99. A strong linear relationship showed that one method could be substituted for
the other. However, the Petrifilm™ technique took longer than the usual lime of 25
h to develop red colonies at 21°C because of the slow reduction of the dying
reagent TTC at this temperature. Possibly, increasing the incubation temperature
could decrease the reduction time of TTC in Petrifilm™ to reveal the red
psychrotrophic bacteria colonies within one working day.
Psychrotrophic bacteria are the most common milk contaminants which
affecting the raw milk quality and shelf life of pasteurized milk. A rapid
determination o f these microorganisms at an early stage may help prolong the
keeping quality of packaged milk and reduce the problems associated with off
flavors in finished dairy products. This study has indicated that the bioluminescence
technique has the potentials to give results in a simpler and faster way. A little
work is done to determine the psychtrophic organisms by ATP assay after
eliminating the non-psychrotrophs from milk samples. This is a possible area to
expand this research. The incubation of milk samples with some gram-positive
organisms inhibiting compound or mixing some selective reagent for gram-negetive
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bacteria just before the ATP determination could help to assess the true quality of
milk at an early stage.
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